209140 Premium Poultry Net Kit
Setup Instructions
209150
Please read these instructions fully before commencing your installation.

12V
Premium Poultry Kits include the
following:1x 25m x 105cm (209140) or
50m x 105cm (209150)
Green Poultry Net complete with
attached posts.
1x Live Access Gate.
1x Mains/Battery Dual Powered
Fence Energiser.
1x 25m Energiser to Fence
Lead-Out Cable.
1x 5m Energiser to Ground Lead.
1x 1m Grounding Rod.
1x Warning Sign.
4x 50mm x 1200mm Wooden Posts.
20x Cable Ties 530mm x 9mm.
25x Ring Insulators.
Note: The energiser may also include an extra
short ‘energiser to fence’ lead and a short
‘energiser to ground’ lead; these can be used if
the energiser is placed right next to the fence,
otherwise use the 25m lead out cable provided.

Wooden Posts
Cable Ties

1.
Decide on the position of your enclosure. It is not essential that the two
ends of your fence meet (if one side of a square enclosure is formed by a
permanent fence for example) but it does help to even out the voltage on your
fence. If your net is longer than you need then simply double it back against
itself. Do not leave the ‘spare’ length lying on the ground or leaning against a
building or tree etc. as this will short your fence to earth. Push the spikes at the
base of the posts into firm ground and keeping enough tension in the fence to
keep it standing vertically.
2.
At the corners or ends of a straight run drive a wooden post into the
ground 15cm centres from the plastic post with the net taught. Now screw 2x
Ring Insulators into the wooden post approx 40cm and 80cm from the ground.
Using 2x 53cm cable ties wrap around the wooden post and through the Ring
Insulators and tighten ensuring that the plastic corner posts and the wooden
posts are a minimum of 10cm away. Repeat this at all ends and corners.
3.
The energiser is supplied with 25 metres of Lead-Out Cable. If you are
connecting your energiser to the mains install the energiser indoors or under
cover within 25m of your poultry netting and use the 25m lead to connect it to
your fence. Insert the 1m Ground Rod in the ground outside in damp soil within
5m of the energiser and connect the energiser to it using the 5m green and
yellow Earth Lead. If using a 12v battery place your energiser outside the
enclosure on the ground next to the fence and use the connecting leads
supplied with the energiser. Push the grounding rod into the ground near to the
energiser so that enough remains above ground to connect the energiser earth
lead. Attach the other end of the ‘energiser to ground’ lead to the black earth
terminal of the energiser and attach the ‘energiser to fence’ cable to the top of
the net where the horizontal lines bunch together using the rope connector
supplied.
4.
Your kit also includes an access gate. This is a new design of gate that
allows you to access your enclosure without switching off the energiser. Attach
the connectors on the gate to the connectors on the main net. Instructions for
using the new Hotline gate are included with your kit.

Poultry Netting

Ring Insulators

The energiser can be
powered using a 12v
leisure battery or by
using the mains adaptor

Energiser to
Fence lead.

If the ground is uneven then it may
be necessary to peg down the
bottom, non-energised line to stop
birds or foxes from getting
underneath.

Keep weeds and grass from
touching any but the bottom
line.

Push ground rod
into damp soil.

Energiser to
Ground lead.

For spare plastic posts order part no. 18414.
For extra gates order part no. PGS-1.
For additional nets order part no. 18006GR for 25m
and 18018GR for 50m.
For suitable batteries please use F1C1 or L75.
For replacement cable ties order part no. 17504.
For extra wooden posts order part no. WP120050.

To order visit

www.countrystoredirect.com
or call 01233 820368
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